Chapter 1 - MOTIVATIONS
There is, in the Netherlands, an organisation called NIPO (Nederlandse Instituut voor
de Publieke Opinie) which is in the business of conducting opinion polls. In one poll
conducted in 1947, it was found that 70% of the population was convinced that a
third World War was imminent and inevitable.1 The economic crisis of the 1930s and
the five years of struggle against the German Nazi regime had reduced social
structures and cohesion.2 Economic structures had also been weakened, and the
prospects of normalisation, of the restoration of life and culture as it had been,
seemed remote.3 That this was a factor was confirmed by the mid-1950s when
economic and cultural structures had begun to normalise and the impetus to emigrate
declined markedly.4
That same NIPO poll in 1947 found that one third of the population was seriously
considering emigration.5 The incipient flood was hindered by the severe shortage of
shipping.6 About one-quarter of the aspirant emigrants did eventually leave during
the 1950s,7 each for their own combination of reasons. The purpose of this chapter
is to examine those reasons, generally as far as Dutch migrants are concerned, and
particularly those of the G7.
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There are three main places where these reasons are recorded. They are in abundance
in recollections, either self-penned or collected by families or researchers several
decades after the event, and this source contains the bulk of the record. The reasons
can also be found, in smaller numbers, in research done by academics and journalists
within the first few years of the migration event. The third source is documents,
letters, diaries and photographs produced at that time of the emigration event, such as
those produced by the G7.
As discussed in the introduction, there are difficulties associated with the use of
recollections. There are no doubt events in the life of an individual which make such
a deep impression, that are so traumatic, that the details can be vividly recollected
with little stimulus more than half a life time later. Other memories can only be
recalled with specific stimuli, perhaps a sequence of leading questions and or
examining old photographs. The reliability of memory is, however, always subject to
question and verification, especially concerning sequence of events. Less than three
years after signing the Deed of Contract, Eb Pinkster, one of the G7, was quoted as
saying the Acte van Overeenkomst was signed by all seven men and their wives,8
whereas in fact nobody signed this document and eight men only signed the English
version. Recollections can also be shown to be faulty in a study of the application
for naturalisation documents, which show that many people could not remember
their date of arrival in Australia.9
In contrast, the ABC letters on which this study is focused were written within days
of the events by one or the other of the two scouts, Eerke van der Laan or Eb
Pinkster, and usually by the first named. Although there may be a temptation by the
authors to impress their colleagues and thus omit some negatives, the general tone and
the details given suggest there was no such attempt made. The authors openly
acknowledge the difficulties which are to be overcome and the challenges they face
daily, both major and minor.

Whether it be the dearth of accommodation, or
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mention just a few, all were openly conceded.
The G7 were especially worried about the the international situation and the
prospect of further war, and the scouts made this clear in their letters. In their
imagination they could easily perceive that war in Korea could lead to Russia taking
over Holland.10 As the weeks went by they urged their colleagues to hurry to leave, to
save themselves before the inevitable.11 To The Mercury they explained that their
reasons for migrating included the fact that they were well known as former
underground workers, and they would not be safe if Holland was overrun during
another war.12 The fear was shared by the family of Australian immigration official
Ian McArthur, based in The Hague. They advised him in October 1951 to be ready
to run if the Russians came, something they considered a real possibility.13 The fear
was widespread, even a year later. The writer Koos Schuur had resigned himself to
returning and being required to defend his sons against the inevitable Russian
occupation.14 The fear did not last, and by 1956, fear of war was an issue with only
6% of emigrants.15
The migrants that were officially encouraged to leave were those thought to be
surplus to requirements in Holland. Many of these qualified for assisted passage
from the Dutch government after the scheme was endorsed by both countries in
February 1951.16 Some of those who had left prior to this date (1947-1951) had
qualified for assisted passage under the Empire and Allied Ex-Sevicemens’s Scheme.17
Altogether, about 60% of all Dutch migrants arrived on assisted passage between
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1947 and 1974.18 The 40% who had to make a significant sacrifice to find the fare,
included all non-servicemen before February 1951, the relatively wealthy, and those
required for reconstruction.

It was the very trades that Holland required that

Australia desired. Thus the G7 scouts advised their colleagues, “send out all who
desire to come, just list a trade on their papers to expedite their departure.”19 It might
not have been the entire truth at the time, but their own experience over a few weeks
convinced them these men could soon learn a trade sufficiently well to legitimise the
claim. The goal was to help families who wanted to leave Holland and start a new life
in Tasmania, not to develop a reputation for quality workmanship.20
It was the impression of Australian immigration officers that the Dutch working class
were very badly off.21 Their situation had improved little by 1956, when the annual
income of most emigrants was less than Hfl5000, considered to be a low standard of
living,22 yet 94% of the respondents in this survey claimed to be reasonably well off.23
Unemployment was not a factor either, for by 1955 Marshall Plan funds generated
almost full employment in reconstruction.24 Beijer is convinced from his study that
real economic need was not a driving force towards emigration.25 Jupp came to the
same conclusion, albeit from a very small sample of interviewees.26 The G7 were
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definitely not motivated to emigrate for economic reasons. Economic wants, on the
other hand, were a key contributing factor. Beijer found that people inclined to
emigrate were significantly less content with their prospects, whereas the stay-athomes cited poor salary as the cause of their discontent.27 Only Appleyard found to
the contrary, although his study was limited to a small group of immigrants to
Western Australia in the years 1959-1961.28
Mass emigration has never been a feature of the history of the Netherlands with two
exceptions, that spurred by religious persecution in 1849, and forty years later for
economic reasons.29 In the 1930s there was a perception that the country was
becoming too crowded and so people would need to be encouraged to leave.30
Nothing came of this because of the world-wide recession, and so there were no
receiving countries.31 After the war the Dutch government adopted policies to target
surplus citizens and encourage them to emigrate.32 At the same time Australia
advertised,33 and pioneer emigrants advised, of opportunities.34 The Second World
War had convinced the Australian government that the population should be boosted
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as soon as possible in the interest of long term security and economic growth.35
In 1950 the Dutch Prime Minister Drees addressed the nation - ‘A part of our folk
must muster the courage, as people did in earlier times, to make their future in
continents far away from here.’36 The G7 scouts interpreted this to mean, ‘the
Netherlands has put us aside, we must proceed [get on with our lives ] in Australia ...
we cannot go back.’37 In addition to speeches, the Dutch government established 300
emigration offices throughout the country by 1950 to facilitate the migration
process.38 Assistance with the cost of the passage did not begin until 1951,39 except
for ex-servicemen. The G7 claimed this status, and were recognized as such by the
Australian government.40 This allowed them to make plans to use the money41 which
would be paid out on their arrival in Australia.
The decision to leave was not undertaken lightly. Leaving meant saying good-bye to
friends, family, neighbours, town and country.42 Being an emigrant was associated
with poverty, being surplus, gotten rid of, in the early years of the emigration
program.43 There was no prospect of return, of seeing loved ones again,44 except
perchance they followed.

The distance was too great, the expense beyond

expectations.45 Communication was limited to letters, sometimes a telegram if the
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matter was urgent, a telephone call beyond imagining. An international telephone call
was a community event, so rare and costly the whole town was somehow involved,
at least in knowledge of the event.46
Coping with the emotion of abandoning a complete suite of social relationships to
manufacture a new set in a distant place, is a subject which tends to be glossed over
in the recollections. If we consider this to be the largest part of the decision making
process, then perhaps the fact that few emigrants bothered to research their
destination,47 or gave a second thought to their knowledge, or lack, of English,48can be
understood as a minor consideration. In fact, it was the decision to emigrate that was
the major decision people made. The lesser decision was the choice of destination.
Thus the finding that half of all migrants considered moving to another country than
the one they eventually moved to.49
The timing and sequence of events suggests that for the G7 also, the decision to
emigrate was made first, and the destination was chosen later.

This was the

recollection of Eb Pinkster, who reportedly said that discussions began shortly after
the war.50 This is difficult to confirm, except as a possibility, from the documents,
which only show that they were all prepared after the destination was chosen. The
photo of the group was made in February 1950. The documents they prepared to
register their construction business, both the original Dutch version and their English
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version, were dated 16 March 1950, but prepared earlier (further discussion below).
In the Acte van Overeenkomst the intention was to go to Tasmania, while in the Deed
of Contract the destination was more broadly defined as Australia. The passport for
Eerke van der Laan was issued on 22 March 1950, and for his travelling companion
on 25 April 1950.51
A major survey of migrants en-route to their new country in 1955 found that the
reports from pioneering friends or relatives were a factor in 70% of all decisions to
emigrate, and a major consideration for 25%.52 Considering that there were only 13
Dutch born individuals in Tasmania in 194753 the possibility of the G7 acting on the
reports of pioneers seems remote, yet eventuated. One of these 13 was Dr Boot,
resident in Tasmania since 1936 as representative of the Philips electronics company.
He visited Groningen in 1949,54 met the G7, and recommended Tasmania.55 To make
the decision more attractive, they qualified for travel assistance from the Australian
government as ex-servicemen.56
The catalyst factor was influential in many emigration decisions. Reports from the
pioneers were favourably received, and Australia gained a reputation from the
diaspora reporting home of having the best opportunities.57 The reports tended to be
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encouraging, and decisions to go were made more lightly.58 The G7 actively
encouraged their fellow countrymen to move, and helped them with housing and
employment, just as they had been encouraged and helped by Dr Boot. Some of
those that had served in the army or civil service in Indonesia felt confined and
unwelcome in the Netherlands,59 the decisive factor in the emigration decision of five
percent and a contributing factor for many others.60 For these people, social cohesion
to Holland was distinctly weaker.61
The G7 were all involved in the Resistance Movement during the Nazi occupation of
the Netherlands. In the records of the OVMG62 they are known as the Tasmanian
Group, a small group in a collection of 6000. The records indicate that the G7 were
involved in many extremely dangerous actions, and actively sought by the occupying
forces.

Several were captured, two survived the Nazi concentration camp

Neuengamme.63 The G7 actually numbered nine men, but only six emigrated.
Activity in the Resistance subjected men to similar causative factors, as did
incarceration in a concentration camp, but not all of these men emigrated. Other men,
without a Resistance record, also chose to emigrate. This suggests that the reasons
for leaving were based on real hopes, fears, and emotions. These factors cannot be
measured, and do not necessarily produce a condition or state of mind that makes
emigration the outcome.64 However, these factors are all involved with identity, with
the spiritual aspect of life.65
Religion does not show in the documents or surveys or studies as a motivating factor
in the decision to emigrate. It was involved, but how it relates to the social cohesion
explanation is not easy to see. Beijer found that church attendance was lower among
‘Ik dacht nooit te emigreren. En toch sprak dat ongebondene en vrije, dat verlangen naar een betere
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the emigrants, indicating less adhesion to Holland. He also found that the Calvinists
were an exception, that 83% of them were active members of their church before
departure,66 which suggests that the social cohesion factor might be healthy but less
relevant for this pillar. Oosterman et al claim that meddling in social relationships by
a new, secular, government provoked the Calvinists. As far as they were concerned,
the government was getting involved in areas of life which were not their
responsibility and for which they had no authority to act.67 The Calvinists believed
that ‘character-shaping and opinion-forming functions in Holland belonged to families
and churches, not to the state and political groupings.’68 The Calvinist world-view
asserts that the Scriptures give guidance for every sphere of a man’s life and for all
human relationships.69 This Weltanschauung is the source and confirmation of the
social cohesion of the Calvinists, also found by Clyne and van Wageningen.70 This
social cohesion is possibly also the foundation of the ‘chain’ migration observed by
Julian, although she claims it is a Dutch pattern.71 Some Dutch people did not quite
understand either. Henny and Wietske Westerdijk in Penguin, for example, thought
that the Calvinists formed an exclusive club, a place where you could knock on the
door and ask to become a member for a fee. They saw with envy the mutual
assistance the members gave each other, the social cohesion, but not the source of
that display.72 The Calvinists believed God would provide, and provided for each
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other, while those outside that group attempted to be self-reliant.73 For the G7,
Christianity was not a religion but a relationship of love towards God and man.74
The motives of those emigrants that returned provide a counterpoint to those
considered above. Beijer conducted a survey of the 1000 he had interviewed on their
way to their new country and found that within 6 to 24 months of leaving, 35 had
returned.75 Five years after departure, he found that a total of ten per cent had
returned.76 As for all those who left, he found that economic factors such as wage and
work satisfaction or unemployment had no effect on the decision to return.77 Some
returnees from Australia were interviewed in March 1953 by De Spiegel. They
claimed to have come back because of the housing shortage, and or the lack of work,
and or the lack of welcome in Australia. For some the homesickness of the wife was
a factor, and many complained that the reports from the pioneers had painted an over
rosy picture, more fanciful than realistic.78
Several months later ten letters to the editor of the De Spiegel were published, a
For the Calvinists, God provides a spring, but non-believers need to dig their own cisterns, which
are doomed to crack. Jeremiah 2:13. The believer is granted the water that gives eternal life. John
4:14.
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selection of the thousands received , and none had sympathy for the returnees.
Readers could not understand the complaint of shortage of work considering that the
complainants had managed to save Hfl3000 for the fare, which could have been used
as a deposit for a house. Besides, if they had done some research prior to emigrating,
they should have realised that the first years would not be easy. Christian migrant
responses claimed adapting to Australia had not been easy, but they had been helped
by God and each other, which eased the burden and the pain.79 Typically, Beijer
found that returnees had lower social skills, whether in contact with neighbours or
church or involvement in community associations.80 This is consistent with
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.81 Physical needs such as food and water, and then
shelter and clothing, are relatively easy to obtain regardless of physical location. It is
not nourishment of the body that motivates people to act, but nourishment of selfesteem.82 Social needs such as affection, belongingness, acceptance and friendship are
about halfway in the hierarchy, before needs of esteem and self-actualization.
Returnees needed others to fill their social, esteem and self-actualization needs
because they lacked the skills to generate these for themselves. The

sense of

adventure possessed by more than half the emigrants was totally absent from this
group.83
The migrant group G7 were determined not to return to the land of their birth, but to
become Australians as soon as possible. The process involve forsaking their national
ethnic identity in exchange for another, but their ethnic identity as Calvinists
remained intact. Their religious convictions were a pillar on which they could always
lean, wherever they were in the world.84 Van der Mast suggests that a sense of
adventure remained from their Resistance activities and was a pre-requisite to
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migration.85 Economic reasons had no discernible effect on the decision to emigrate,
aspects of religion had some influence, but fear of another war was the major cause.

W. Van der Mast, Praktijk en patroon van recente Nederlandse groepsmigraties. Met een
suggestie voor een gewijzigde vorm van groepsmigreren: Interlinked migratie. Noordhoff NV,
Groningen,1963., p.76. This suggestion is not documented, although correspondence with the
migrants is noted. The suggestion is plausible, especially considering adventure was measured as an
important factor for so many later migrants.
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